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1 INTRODUCTION
The domain-specific language, P4, provides the flexible in-
terfaces to define forwarding behaviors, modify packets, and
support stateful packet processing. Recent research propos-
als [3, 4] have successfully implemented various novel in-
network applications with P4 which bring remarkable per-
formance enhancement to the networked systems.
However, along with these applications are bugs and in-

creasing difficulty for operators to ensure the correctness
of network-wide packet processing behaviors at runtime.
The bugs on programmable data planes come from multi-
ple sources (e.g., mistakes in P4 programs and erroneous
tables rules) and can violate various network invariants (e.g.,
reachability and packet well-formedness). These bugs, if not
handled timely, can lead to unacceptable results, such as se-
vere performance degradation and security policy violation.
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Figure 1: Data plane models for network telemetry.

Network telemetry is a reasonable solution to troubleshoot-
ing P4-enabled networks because it can provide various
real-time network sights (e.g., forwarding paths). However,
existing approaches bring about significant compromises.
NetSight [2] introduces the idea of postcards containing the
forwarding path and state of a packet. As the scale of the
network increases, much more servers are necessary to han-
dle massive postcards, which raises the scalability concern.
EverFlow [5] improves the scalability by applying the match-
mirror design but encounters the difficulty of coverage, i.e.,
it can only trace the matched flows, while misbehaviors of
the flows not matched cannot be captured.

As is shown in Figure 1, we introduce the bloom filter (BF)
to strike a balance between the scalability and the coverage.
We introduce a BF-mirror model which only generates one
postcard for the packets processed by the same rules and
allows operators to inspect all the packet behaviors. Never-
theless, the BF does not come without any cost and brings
two challenges. (1) The BF has the problem of false positives,
which inevitably compromises the debugging accuracy. (2)
Theoretically, we cannot delete an element in a BF, but the BF
needs to timely clear the out-of-date flow records, or the BF
will be over-populated and silently discard valid postcards
of subsequent packets.
We present KeySight, a troubleshooting platform for P4-

enabled networks. Based on the P4 program analysis and the
BF, KeySight can generate postcards carrying full sights of
programmable data planes with high scalability. The main
creativity of KeySight lies in the program-dependent post-
card generation and the BF-based postcard filter. This poster
shows the design sketch and the proof-of-concept evaluation.
The evaluation results indicate that KeySight can reduce the
number of postcards by one to three orders of magnitudewhile
monitoring all flow behaviors with minor false positive rates.

2 DESIGN
As is shown in Figure 2, KeySight comprised of three compo-
nents can supply various packet-level network sights with
high scalability.
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Figure 2: Architecture overview of KeySight.

KeyAnalyzer is designed for P4 program analysis to pro-
vide complete sights of the P4 pipeline. The sight complete-
ness guarantees that we can directly inspect the input (i.e.,
match fields) and the output (i.e., modified fields) of every ta-
ble based on the postcards. KeyAnalyzer performs data-flow
analysis on programs and extracts input and output fields
of every table, but particular fields can be overridden in the
pipeline due to the action dependency and reversed-match
dependency, which violates the sight completeness. Thus,
KeyAnalyzer creates a copy of these fields with additional
metadata space to eliminate the dependencies. The postcard
structure, KeyAnalyzer’s output, is a field list composed of
the initially-extracted fields and the copied fields.
KeyFilter is appended at the end of the pipeline to deter-

mine whether the P4 pipeline should report postcards for
specific packets. The postcard is populated by the original P4
program and transmitted to a self-learning BF in KeyFilter.
KeyFilter guarantees that the pipeline merely generates one
postcard for packets with the same behavior (packets pro-
cessed by the same rules under the same device states). If the
postcard of a packet is not learned by KeyFilter, it should be
emitted to KeyVerifier and recorded in KeyFilter. Otherwise,
the pipeline will not emit the postcard. KeyFilter can largely
decrease the number of postcards while getting sights of all
flows with provable false positive rates.

KeyVerifier collects postcards from KeyFilter. KeyVerifier
can perform automated debugging and troubleshooting tasks
at the table level with the rules and collected postcards. Be-
sides postcard collection, KeyVerifier is also applied to update
KeyFilter to prevent expired flows occupying a lot of bits in
the BF and keep the false positive rate to a lower extent. We
leave the detailed design and implementation of KeyFilter
updating policies to our future work.

3 EVALUATION
We examine three P4 programs including Router, network
address translation (NAT ), and Stateful TCP Firewall, use Key-
Analyzer to generate the corresponding postcard structures,
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Figure 3: Postcard rates on UNIV1 and UNIV2.
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Figure 4: False positive rates with varied BF sizes.

and measure generated postcards based on two traffic traces
from [1] to evaluate our design.
The postcard rates (i.e., The no. of postcards

The no. of packets ) of all the P4 pro-
grams could be below 0.1 on the UNIV1 trace (1.81 × 107
packets) and below 0.001 on the UNIV2 trace (9.88×107 pack-
ets), as shown in Figure 3. The P4 programs also influence
the postcard rate. On the UNIV1 trace, the postcard rate of
Router is about 0.7%�, while Stateful TCP Firewall needs to
generate postcards for about 6.4% of packets. Note that the
postcard rate of NetSight is 100%.

Inevitably, the BF brings the false positive problem where
KeySight possibly ignores specific packets and do not gen-
erate postcards for them. The false positive postcard rates
(i.e., The no. of false positive postcardsThe no. of postcards ) are shown in Figure 4. For the
small-sized BF, the false positive rate is relatively large. With
the BF size increasing, the false positive postcard rates de-
crease quickly. We should make a prudent trade-off between
the debugging accuracy and the resource occupied by the
BF, which is the main target of our future work.
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